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About This Game

Enter the world of Arakion, a grid-based role-playing dungeon crawler that pays homage to classics while adding its own style
with fresh mechanics. Lead a band of three heroes through a broken land, ripped apart by unknown forces. Explore a beautiful
handcrafted world filled with crumbling dungeons, dense forests, ancient temples, and hidden secrets, all while attempting to

build a safe-haven from the chaos.

The Story

Play as three adventurers awoken in a world torn by conflict, where the lands and rivers have been ripped from the ground. In
midst of this upheaval, there is but one desire - finding a place free from the conflict and chaos. In the search for order, your

heroes must find a way to stop the destruction from continuing.

Between your intrepid adventurers and their goal exists a council of immortal beings. They are known as The Ancients. The
Ancients wandered Arakion since before written history. Their plan is simple - utter annihilation for all who oppose them.

It's time to begin your story, will you be the world's salvation or destruction?

The Background

Arakion takes everything that made classic role-playing games like Might & Magic great, then adds an expansive set of new
features. Lead your heroes through the breathtaking, desolated world of Arakion. Explore every alcove for the resources you
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need to customize your adventurers, build your town, and more. Relive the glory days of role-playing games with this one-of-a-
kind experience. Arakion is a beautiful world where you will get lost in adventure and exploration.

The creators of Arakion have been inspired by a multitude of games - everything from Dungeon Master to Dark Cloud 2. Our
desire is to take everything that makes those games fun and bring it into one amazing package.

No leveling up! Arakion features a fresh take on the Role-Playing genre that focuses on choices rather than the grind.

Grid-Based Dungeon Crawling! Like the classics, but updated with free-look, even while moving, so you can admire
the scenery and discover its hidden secrets!

Control a unique party of three heroes. A wide variety of races, professions, and traits adds great diversity to the way
you solve conflicts

Town building! Build a town that YOU think would best fit this environment. A wide array of options allows you to put
the focus where you want, on anything from farming to town defense.

Pets! Some of Arakion's wildlife is friendly - find and rescue these little critters, then train them and take them back into
the field to wipe the floor with the bad guys!

Crafting! Equipment in Arakion is crafted not found

Release in Chapters! Arakion will be released in a story format over three books and a plethora of chapters!

Strategic combat! Quick decisions and deep tactics combine to create a challenging and rewarding combat experience.

A deep story where YOU are the guide!

A beautiful handcrafted world to explore!

Recruitable NPCs!

Optional Hardcore mode!

Tons of puzzles!

Minigames

Full time of day!
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Title: Arakion: Book One
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Arakion LLC, Lavidimus
Publisher:
Arakion LLC
Release Date: 15 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 3210m

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 650M

DirectX: Version 10

English
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arakion book one. arakion book one обзор. arakion book one pc. arakion book one walkthrough. arakion book 1. arakion book
one steam. arakion book one gameplay. arakion book one early access. arakion book one review. arakion book one pc game

This software is a scam, there is no way that real software would 100% crash,and\/or corrupt every single file you import into it
within 10 minutes of using it..

Don't get me wrong,it would be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5 minutes after which it glitches
out. Camera stops working,your cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to
save it white it happens, after you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to go to waste, the file will be corrupted
and you can start all over again.Sometimes it crashes too.

I've had this software for years and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence the low "playtime",I just bought
other software that actually works).

So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead.. Read othe peoples posts for more information, just know that this
company is generally terrible, has no form of support and is more than happy to take your money. If for whatever reason you
need money back from them just backcharge it. No company should exist as awful as this. Valve, remove this from steam as it
just serves to divide the community.. Wow this software feat Spatial Sound Card so amazing ^_^. Painkiller: Resurrection
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects,

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $1.99 Or Less During Sale. This program is great! You can make great looking art and
animations quickly. I bought it in a humble bundle for $10 and it has certainly been worth it.. The game is really fun and the
combat is not boring. The art style of the game is unique and makes the experience of playing through it even better. The story
of the game is interesting and keeps you wanting to play to the end.. Despite being tagged as a puzzle game there is very little in
the way of puzzle content here, its far more about reflexes and keeping your cool as you move around as fast as you can. It can
be a lot of fun for something so simple.

Levels start to get more complex, and a little more frustrating, but largely the difficulty ramps up quite well... Until level 76.

I not only finished the levels but got best time on all of them I unlocked, but level 76 is so far beyond my skill I couldnt get half
way through it in countless attempts. There is no variation of paths on it, its one spiral route you have to follow with precise
timing and it goes on for two or three times the length most levels are set to.

Nice while it lasted, but killed by a difficulty spike that went from tough to beat, to completely pointless to continue trying.

(I can forget about the achievements. I dont know whether to be impressed or worried by the fact some have managed to get
them all.)
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Wow,so hard.but i like it.. I\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Don't really get why this has such bad reviews. It has a few issues -
scale in the 360 video\/photo scenes is off, and teleporation is clunky - but the photogrametry scenes are top notch, and the tour
itself is very fascinating and informative. I've always wanted to visit the exclusion zone and now I feel like I have.. Dis game be
a puzzle one
Endless 8s and directions are fun
I'm pretty crap at it yo
The camera angle casues it fo sho.. This product has a lot of potential, however the most recent updated made the game
unplayable,it would ask you to shoot a target to start the game but when I shoot the target nothing happens.I want to love this
game but I cannot currently recommended this game until this game breaking bug is fixed (Edit:they have appeared to fix the
issue). Senran Kagura Burst Re:Newal certainly lived up to my expectations. Great game :). This game is highly enjoyable so
far. If you enjoy games like Myst, this will be up your alley. You'll need to get analogue for some of the puzzles, so fetch a pen
and paper, and pay attention to your surroundings for hidden clues. The atmosphere really sets the mood and setting is
beautiful.. Fun game, good combat. Game is still in early access

Note: I have never played Train Valley 1 so I cannot compare both games

Train Valley 2 is a simulation/puzzle game where you have to built railroads between different stations and transport different
goods bricks, sand, logs, grain, etc) and workers between the stations
You have to avoid collisions between the trains, because that will cost you a lot of money
As you progress the levels get more difficult, because you have to buy for example tunnels and bridges.
All those building costs money and you got a limit amount at the beginning so you got plan carefully which stations you are
going to link first so you van earn more money.
You can also upgrade your trains.
If you succeeded a level you get stars, 5 max. Some of the stars you get for finishing a level in a specific time. I dont like timed
games. But even if you are not that fast like me, you still can finish a level, but ofc not with 5 stars
So you have to act and think quick.

Its not really my kind of game, but that doesnt mean its a bad game at all
Do you like trains, puzzles and dont you mind timers or grindy gameplay then this game could be for you. The asking price is ok
I would give this game a 6.5 out of 10 but that could change because the game is still in early access
I didnt encouter any bugs

Achievements will be added later according to the dev

I got this game for free but it didnt influence my review

More reviews on our Curator Page . The worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I have ever played
the fact they are charging \u00a312 for this makes me want to commit suicide *Squad*

Early Access 2 [beta] 2:

Hey Everyone!. Early Access 01C:

Hey everyone!. Steam Winter Sale! Arakion 25% Off!:

Hey everyone!. Early Access 2 | Roll-out schedule:

Hey everyone!. Early Access 02 [alpha] 3:

Hey Everyone!. News | Languages:
Hey Everyone!

Late night update! During Steams review process they noted that Arakion may have some translation issues with the intended
languages. For this reason, to expedite the review process, I have removed all supported languages except for English. You can
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still access Russian, Japanese, Chinese, Italian, French, Dutch, Spanish and German in their current state within the settings
menu.

Dutch, Spanish, Italian have been manually translated.
Chinese is in the process of being manually translated.
Russian, Japanese and French will begin manual translation shortly.

Have a wonderful day!
-Lavidimus. Early Access 01B - Beta 1:
To access the beta branch please check here

Hey everyone!. News | Store Page Launch!:

Hey everyone
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